This is perhaps the best place for me to say that Mrs Budgett
struck me even then as being extraordinarily devoted to Joe. In
fact, I dont think she ventured to regard him as anything so
familiar as a husband. She had known both toil and sorrow; for
she had had to keep Joe and bring up a family of five by her own
exertions. As a boy, Joe had been apprenticed to a bigginwainer,
and had served his time and learnt the trade; but when a little
thumbed and blackened volume containing Shelley's Queen Mab
and Men of England, and Tom Paine's Age of Reason, came in
his way, and he heard a speech from Orator Hunt, the famous
Man in the White Hat, he threw up his bigginwaining and devoted
his life to the cause of the people, entrusting all his business
affairs to his faithful wife, who never let him know want. In
course of time he almost forgot his trade; for I remember on
one occasion, when William Morris, in his abrupt way, said to
him "And what the devil is a bigginwainer?" Joe was quite at a
loss, and could describe it only as a branch of the coopering.
The consequence was that Mrs Budgett had to work pretty hard
as a laundress; but she did not mind hard work: what weighed
on her was the curious fatality that the five children all turned
against Joe. They became strong chapelgoers and moneymakers,
and made their quarrel with Joe an excuse for doing very little
for her, because, they said, they did not want their earnings
wasted in encouraging him. So there had been sorrow and strife
enough even in that little household.
Joe was sitting up in bed when we entered; and I was struck
at once by the lion-like mane of white hair, the firmly closed
mouth with its muscles developed by half a century of public
speaking, the serene brow, clear ruddy complexion, and keen
bold eyes of the veteran. He gave my hand a strong hearty grip,
and said, in tones that were still resonant (for he had not then
acquired the senile whistling utterance that pierced the ears and
hearts of the International Socialist Congress at Amsterdam),
"Do I at last see before me that old and tried friend of the working
classes, George Bernard Shaw? How are you, George?"
Although I was not then old, and had no other feeling for the
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